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Comprehensive Copy Trading Solution

Copy Trade Solution is a part of our Webtrader Whitelabel solution which currently is used by 100+ brokers 
worldwide. Copy trading feature comes as a part of trading terminal - it allows easy interaction with the Master 
accounts, switching between users accounts, strategies and subscriptions.

 Can be used  - to have both Master account and subscribe to other strategies
 All the existing integrations of our Webtrader are available
 Our trade copier is  in the market with an average replication speed of 50ms

 Lot Multiplier - A multiple of the lead accounts lot size
 Fixed Lot - A fixed lot size regardless of the lead accounts lot size
 Instant configurability and  platforms
 Ability to trigger significant amounts of trades simultaneously within milliseconds without constraints
 , risk measures, and trade history & analytics
 Advanced Leaderboard for users to select and follow professional traders
 Ability to start/stop/ copying a user instantly at any time and manage risk by setting Max lots and 

drawdown percentage.

in a hybrid way

the fastest copier
Multiple MT4 and MT

real-time synchronization with MetaTrader

Real-time performance statistics

Our dedicated support team operates 24/7 to provide comprehensive assistance to multi-asset brokers in the 
seamless installation, configuration, and ongoing maintenance of their Copy Trading solutions.



Unprecedented  for brokerscustomization

There are separate web portals for administrators, providers, and followers in our Copy Trading Solution. All 
categories of users can follow their individual goals.

The solution gives brokers tools to adjust a business 
model and configure different trading conditions for 
various traders. This way, brokers may accurately specify 
settings for:

The system also may be set to monitor every connected 
server to ensure all trades are copied appropriately.

 Pro and Demo accounts;
 Signal providers and followers;
 Accounts with large or small deposits;
 Accounts using robotic trading or high-risks 

strategies, etc.



Copy trading for traders: modes and settings

Copy Trading Solution allows traders to customize their 
strategies. It offers various copying modes based on 
multiple indicators. Signal providers can adjust fees to 
maximize their earnings. Brokers also have different modes 
to manage and customize the platform. The solution offers 
followers different copying modes based on multiple 
indicators:

 Equity;
 Free margin;
 Multiplication copying;
 and more.

Followers also may turn on proportional copying to equalize 
the trading risks on small amounts when following the 
strategy of providers with bigger accounts to mitigate risks 
and avoid overexposure.



Flexibility for Master accounts

To optimize revenue, signal providers can precisely 
adjust fees for followers. Copy Trading offers several 
modes that brokers may choose to allow or restrict 
providers from utilizing:

 Registration fee;
 Management fee;
 Performance fee;
 Platform fee.
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Contacts

Israel (head office)



10 Hanarkisim Street

Kfar Shmaryahu, 46910, Israel



alexey@alfa-labs.com

alena@alfa-labs.com



http://alfa-labs.com/


We leverage the edge of the best knowledge and experience across Israel, Europe and CIS 
counrties.

http://alfa-labs.com/

